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Scientific Progress and Accomplishments

During the period of performance, progress was made on several fronts. The “Grand Tour” algorithm was extended to hybrid data sets generated by image analysis algorithms. This will extend the possibilities of automatic data analysis and target hunting on a real time basis. It will enlarge the capabilities of the commander in the field when attempting to coordinate and organize incoming data of several types. The image to the right illustrates the ability to use this image grand tour technique to combine images from distinct spectral bands to identify minefields (the three near vertical rows of dots on the left hand side of the image), which are not visible in the individual images.

The utilization of D-optimal designs was made possible for robust estimation of multivariate location and scatter. The mathematical basis involves a penalty function approach for simplifying adaptive mixtures and density estimates. This has been completed and programming is being completed at the present time.

Finally, the new algorithms have been tested on several real data sets including the detection and enhancement of the behavior of dust behind moving vehicles in the field, and the effect of dust particles on in a networked virtual environment. See image at left. This is highly appropriate for soldier training in a virtual environment.

The most significant work, which represents the culmination of a long series of research efforts was our paper entitled “Visual data mining.” This paper describes a combination of tools developed through ARO sponsorship over an extended period of time and describes techniques for using these tools, including visual techniques for density estimation, rapid data editing, inverse regression, tree-structured decision rules, variable selection and dimension reduction, clustering, classification and discrimination, and outlier and unique event detection.
Parallel Coordinate Display used for Dimension Reduction in the Rapid Detection of Chemical Warfare Agents

Several of the most important papers mentioned above are reproduced on the accompanying CD.